Abstract-Network motifs are recurring significant patterns of inter-connections, which are recognized as fundamental units to study the higher-order organizations of networks. However, the principle of selecting representative network motifs for local motif based clustering remains largely unexplored. We present a scalable algorithm called FSM for network motif discovery. FSM accelerates the motif discovery process by effectively reducing the number of times to do subgraph isomorphism labeling. Multiple heuristic optimizations for subgraph enumeration and subgraph classification are also adopted in FSM to further improve its performance. Experimental results show that FSM is more efficient than the compared models on computational efficiency and memory usage. Furthermore, our experiments indicate that large and frequent network motifs may be more appropriate to be selected as the representative network motifs for discovering higher-order organizational structures in biological networks than small or low-frequency network motifs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex systems exhibit rich and diverse higher-order organizational structures and biological organisms are no exception [1] , [2] . Studying network structures, esp. the higherorder network connectivity patterns, is critical for elucidating the fundamental mechanisms that control and mediate complex behaviors in a biological system [1] , [3] , [4] . The most common higher-order structures are small to meso-scale subgraphs of a network, which are referred to as network motifs [1] . Based on known network motifs, tools (such as SNAP and MAPPR) have been developed to study network organization in a number of networks using local higher-order This project is supported by NSF ABI (grant no. 1458556), DOE BES (grant no. DEFG0291ER20021), and NSFC (grant no. 61702421, 61332014).
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graph clustering [2] , [5] , [6] . For example, the studies on the C. elegans neuronal network and airport network have revealed the information propagation unit and the hub structure [2] . Network motifs have been found in various natural networks such as the networks of biochemistry, neurobiology, and ecology [1] , [3] . By definition, network motifs are recurring subgraphs that appear more frequent in a target network than in random networks [7] . A network motif is supposed to be biological or statistical significant [3] . Network motifs with a similar structure are considered as building blocks to provide a specific function (such as information passing) for complex systems [1] . Studying network motifs is effective towards understanding the system of biological interactions locally. However, it remains an open question which network motifs are the most appropriate for local higher-order graph clustering. More precisely, will using larger network motifs lead to improved clustering and knowledge discovery in networks? Or is a sparse network motif more capable of identifying higher-order patterns in peripheral regions of a network? While network motifs have been recognized as fundamental units to analyze complex networks, the principle of network motif selection remains largely unexplored.
To systematically explore the network motif selection problem, we face two computational challenges. First, given a biological network with thousands of vertices, the possible number of network motifs increases exponentially with the increase of network motif size (i.e. the number of vertices) [8] . For example, the total number of size-5 network motifs in the C. elegans neuronal network is 3,509, while the number for size-6 network motifs is increased to 66,700. It is practically impossible to exhaustively test all possible network motifs ranging from small to meso-scale for local higher-order graph clustering [6] . Furthermore, a vast number of motif-based clusters would be produced if many network motifs are tested, for which it is difficult to determine which one is the most appropriate. New strategies to optimize the selection of network motifs for inferring higher-order organizations in networks are required.
The second challenge of local higher-order graph clustering lies on the network motif discovery problem itself. Tools have been developed for identifying network motifs [7] , [9] - [15] . However, mining network motifs is still a computationally challenging task, provided that it has to enumerate subgraphs and count their frequencies in a target network and in numerous randomized networks. In particular, to match a subgraph instances, the Nauty algorithm [16] is often employed for graph isomorphism testing, of which O(k!) is the complexity in the worst case (k is the subgraph size) [17] . It is common to spend days to derive small to meso-scale network motifs from biological networks with thousands of vertices [7] , [14] .
In summary, a holistic solution is clearly needed to identify or select representative network motifs for studying higherorder organizations of biological networks. This work requires to quickly obtain enough number of network motifs and to analyze the motif-dependent organizational patterns using hypothesis-driven approaches.
In this article, we present a new tool called "Fast Scalable Motif" (FSM) algorithm, with which, we make three hypotheses on the indentification of representative network motifs and test them systematically. First, since frequent network motifs have more instances in the target network than low frequent ones, they may derive less random clusters. We hypothesize that a representative network motif must be highly frequent (H1). Second, the instances of highly similar network motifs may be densely overlapped with each other, leading to highly conserved organizational patterns. We hypothesize that if a organizational pattern is valid, it can be re-revealed by using multiple similar network motifs (H2). Third, we hypothesize that clusters derived using large network motifs are larger than the clusters derived using small network motifs (H3).
Our contributions are two-fold. First, for a given biological network, it is usually unclear what are the representative network motifs that are most suitable for studying the local higher-order organizations. Only using the existing network motifs identified from other networks will result in significant loss-of-information problem. Since the current network motif discovery tools are computationally prohibitive, esp. for mesoscale network motifs, we present a new method called FSM for efficient network motif discovery. Experimental results show that FSM performs significantly better than the compared methods in both time and memory usage, esp. on meso-scale network motifs.
Second, network motifs in the same biological network could be highly similar to each other regarding graph topology. As a result, their subgraph instances may be densely overlapped with each other, leading to highly conserved organizational patterns. Are the conserved patterns more important than the others? Or they are just redundant information and should be removed? Will using infrequently occurred network 
It's obvious that isomorphic subgraphs have the same CAM and vise versa.
B. Network Motif Discovery
A number of network motif discovery algorithms have been proposed in recent years [7] , [9] - [13] , [22] - [25] . FAMMOD takes advantage of a novel algorithm called ESU [26] for subgraph enumeration and utilizes an efficient canonical labeling algorithm called Nauty [16] for CAM calculation [12] . FAM-MOD is time-efficient, but it can only handle small network motifs with size less than 9. Kavosh is a memory and time efficient method for network motif discovery in numerically labeled networks [13] . Given vertex v i , it enumerates all ksize subgraph instances containing v i by implicitly building a tree with v i as the root and with k − 1 levels of descendants based on neighborhood relationship. Kavosh is more efficient than aforementioned models. For example, mining network motifs of size 3 on the E. coli network, Kavosh only needs 0.3 seconds while FANMOD and Mfinder need 0.8 seconds and 31 seconds respectively [13] . QuateXelero (QX) is another efficient network motif discovery tool [27] . Similar to FAN-MOD, it uses ESU for subgraph enumeration and Nauty for canonical labeling. Furthermore, it uses a quaternary tree data structure to store subgraph instances, which can effectively merge instances with the same adjacency matrix and reduce the number of calls of isomorphism labeling (i.e. the most timeconsuming step in the whole process). Experiments show that QX achieved better performance than Kavosh. For example, to identify all the size-9 network motifs on the E. coli network, QX is 21 times faster than Kavosh [27] .
In summary, most existing methods can only detect network motifs with small size (usually less than 10). Furthermore, these methods do not consider network motif characters, such as density and high frequency. In this study, we develop FSM, which is capable of poking our nose into meso or even largesize sparse and highly frequent network motifs, filling the gap between the urgent needs in biomedical research and the currently limited power on network motif discovery approache.
C. Exploring Network Structures with Network Motif
To understand the higher-order organizational structures of networks at the level of network motifs, Benson et al. proposed a spectral clustering method that uses network motifs to cluster the vertices of a network into modules [2] . This method has been integrated into a network analysis package called SNAP [28] to gain new insights of the organization of complex systems. Given a known network motif, SNAP identifies a network motif-dependent organizational pattern, aka a higherorder cluster. SNAP has been successfully applied to reveal the information propagation units in neuronal networks, and hub structure in transportation networks [2] .
Network motif-based clustering method is rooted from edge-based clustering. Given network G, the aim of edgebased clustering is to find a cluster S, which is formed by cutting minimum amount of edges in G and including as many as vertices in S. The conductance of S is defined as:
where cut E (S,S) indicates the number of edges with one vertex in S and the other inS, and V ol E (S) represents the number of end points in S. The lower the conductance is, the better S is. Similarly, the network motif based conductance of S is defined as:
where cut M (S,S) is the number of instances of network motif M with at least one vertex in S and one vertex inS, and V ol M (S) represents the number of vertices in instances of M that reside in S. Given network G(V, E) and network motif M , SNAP identifies S with the smallest network motif based conductance using spectral clustering [2] , [28] .
III. METHODS
Identifying representative network motifs in a biological network sets the foundation to explore the higher-order organizations of the network. In this section, we introduce a scalable algorithm called FSM for network motif discovery. FSM accelerates network motif discovery by effectively reducing the number of times to do subgraph isomorphism labeling. Multiple heuristic optimizations for subgraph enumeration and subgraph classification are also adopted in FSM to further improve its performance. An illustrative example in Fig. 2 is used to describe all the steps in FSM.
A. Network Motif Discovery Workflow
FSM consists of three steps, i.e. subgraph enumeration, network motif classification, and significance test. In the workflow, multiple novel strategies of cutting down the computational burden of isomorphism testing are implemented, which make it possible to prioritize network motifs by characters such as frequency and sparseness.
Step 1. Subgraph Enumeration: Given a network G and a predefined network motif size k, we enumerate all the size-k subgraph instances in G. There are two enumeration strategies. The first one is the exact enumeration of all possible instances, leading to precise result but with high computational cost. The second strategy is to adopt sampling and statistical approximation, which is faster but less accurate. In this work, we choose the exact subgraph instance enumeration.
Step 2. Subgraph Classification: We classify the enumerated subgraphs into isomorphic groups, each corresponding to a unique network motif, represented by CAM. This is the most time-consuming step as it is known to be NP-complete. Nauty [16] is one of the best applications to efficiently generate CAM of a subgraph. FSM adopts Nauty but significantly reduces the number of times of calling Nauty for subgraph isomorphism test compared to the existing methods.
Step 3. Significance Test: A list of randomized networks are generated using the original network by keeping the degree distribution. Statistics are performed based on the census to determine whether a subgraph appears significantly more frequent in the original network than in randomized networks.
B. Step 1. Subgraph Enumeration
FSM adopts an efficient subgraph enumeration method called ESU, first implemented in FANMOD [12] . Mathematically, given a network G(V, E) with N vertices (see an example in Fig. 2A ) and network motif size k, the enumeration procedure ESU generates all the size-k induced subgraphs in N iterations (see algorithm 1). First, we sort the IDs of all the vertices in G from smallest to largest and save the sorted list in queue Q v = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }. Next, we pop the first vertex from Q v and choose it as the first vertex v s of a subgraph-toenumerate (e.g. v 3 in Fig. 2B ). Third, based on the first vertex v s , a breadth-first search on G, which also avoids any vertices smaller than v s , is conducted to select the other k − 1 vertices of the subgraph (e.g. the leaf nodes in Fig. 2B ).
The subgraph enumeration process can be illustrated as constructing a ESU-tree of depth k, partially revealed in Fig. 2B 
. This procedure effectively avoids duplicated enumerations, because each node in the same level of the ESU-tree enumerates exclusive subgraphs. For example, in the second level of the ESU-tree in Fig. 2B , all the subgraphs derived from node {(v 3 Fig. 1B and C) . Let g be a partially complete subgraph subgraph with existing vertex set SU B, v i be a vertex in SU B, and v n be a new vertex chosen from EXT . We extend g by adding v n to SU B and append IAM S(g) with a new vector indicating the edge direction between v n and all the existing vertices in SU B. In the new vector, 1 means an edge pointing from v i to v n ; -1 means an edge pointing from v n to v i ; 2 means a bi-direction edge between v i and v n , and 0 means there does not exist an edge between v i and v n (see Fig. 1C ).
Based on the definition of IAMS, a CAM of a subgraph can be represented using the form of IAMS. In the example in Fig. 1D , all the 26 size-4 subgraphs are grouped into 13 
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IAMS classes. Subsequently, at least 50% of times to call Nauty for isomorphism check is avoided in FSM.
Biological networks, such as the protein-protein interaction networks, are usually sparsely connected. To study the topological structures without involving the hub nodes, it is necessary to derive sparse network motifs especially for large motif sizes. In algorithm 1 line 10, a user defined sparseness threshold St is set to prune dense subgraphs, which in turn also significantly reduce the computational time. For example, in Fig. 2D , the last group is excluded from downstream analysis because of its low subgraph sparseness.
C. Subgraph Classification
Subgraphs with identical IAMS are isomorphic to each other and thus are grouped together for frequency counting. However, IAMS is dependent on the vertex selection order of EXT in the enumeration process, which, according to algorithm 1, is random. To further improve the performance of FSM, we reform IAMS by permuting subgraph vertices according to their degree order (see algorithm 2 line 1-4), and define it as the ordered iterative adjacency matrix string (OIAMS, see Definition III.3). In the example in Fig. 2D , 12 IAMS classes are grouped into 5 OIAMS classes.
Using infrequent occurred network motifs for high-order organization discovery may result in unrepresentative clusters due to the lack of enough instances in the target network. To address this issue, we further group OIAMS classes by their degree sequences (see Algorithm 2 line 5-6 and examples in the fifth column of Fig. 2D) . If the number of instances of a degree sequence group is less than a user given frequency threshold F t, the group will be discarded (see Algorithm 2 line 7-9). The rationale is that all the isomorphic subgraphs must be in the same degree sequence group, while the opposite is not always true. Therefore, if the frequency of a degree 
sequence group is less than F t, then none of the subgraphs in the group can satisfy F t (proof omitted). For example, let F t = 4 in Fig. 2D , all the subgraph instances within the degree sequence group '3111' should be discarded because the group only contain one instance.
Given a set of sparse subgraphs, chances are that a portion of them are trees. Since the time complexity of tree isomorphic testing is polynomial [29] , we separate trees from subgraphs further reducing the number of times for graph isomorphism labeling (see Algorithm 2 line 7-18). As illustrated in Fig. 2D , FSM only needs to call Nauty twice, compared to call Nauty 26 times in other methods.
D. Significance Test
While frequent subgraphs can be used directly for multiple purpose, significance test has to carried out for network motif discovery. Traditionally, the Z-score is used to prioritize the uniqueness of network motifs.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, we compared FSM with QuateXelero (QX), one of the state-of-the-art network motif identification methods on three biological networks. QX is among the best in both time cost and in memory cost [27] . For fair comparison, both FSM and QX were executed on the same computer resource. Both FSM and QX were tested on three mediate to large-scale biological networks: 1) YeastPPI: protein-protein interaction network of budding Yeast [30] , 2) HuRI: the human reference protein interactome [31] , and 3) String: an integrated human gene interaction network with combined score greater than 0.95 from multiple sources including text mining from publications, experimental data sources, and gene co-expression [32] (see Table I ). 
A. Performance of FSM
To discover network motifs with size ranging from 10 to 60, we first enumerated 10 million subgraph instances for each size-k subgraph (k ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}) at each biological networks. Frequency threshold F t was set to 50000 for all network motif sizes, and spareness threshold St (the ratio of number of edges and number of nodes) was 2, 4, and 4 in YeastPPI, String and HuRI networks respectively. We compared FSM and QX on the running time, memory, and the number of times of calling Nauty for the subgraph isomorphism test. Note that since both FSM and QX adopt ESU for subgraph enumeration, the subgraph instances mined by both algorithms are identical.
The overall performance is shown in Fig. 3 . The first bar plot shows the total number of times of calling Nauty on each of the three tested networks for subgraph canonical labeling. The number of calls made by FSM is significantly less than QX in all the networks (p values < 0.05 by paired t-test). The lower two panels of figure 3 shows that FSM performs better than QX in time and memory esp. on large size network motifs. This is because the extra computational cost in FSM, such as computing IAMS and degree sequences, is significantly less than the cost of calling Nauty, and the difference of the two increase exponentially with subgraph size.
B. Higher-order Organization Discovery
Mining network motifs is critical for revealing higher-order organizations of real-world complex networks. With the mined network motifs, SNAP is often employed to gain new insights into the network organization by discovering clusters based on network motifs [2] . However, it remains an open question what are the representative network motifs that are appropriate for local higher-order graph clustering. In a biological network, there could be thousands of network motifs. New strategies are needed to quickly identify local higher-order organizational structures with a few tries. To address this issue and to evaluate our hypotheses, a higher-order cluster detection experiment was performed using all size-5 network motifs on the C. elegans neuronal network [1] . Among all the 3,491 subgraphs identified by FSM, we selected 4 groups of subgraphs with different frequency levels for further analysis, i.e. group 1 with 10k-50k instances, group 2 with 1k-5k instances, group 3 with 100-500 instances, and group 4 with only 10-50 instances. We then employed SNAP to discover local higher-order clusters using every subgraph [2] . Note that motif size was limited to 5 because of the small size of the C. elegans neuronal network. Our method can be easily extended to discover motif with larger size (see Fig. 3 ). Fig. 4 left panel shows the percentages of cluster size (cluster size divided by whole network size) of the four groups of network motifs are significantly different (p value < 2e−16, one-way ANOVA). It also reveals that more frequent a network motif is, larger cluster it tends to derive. Finally, the red horizontal line indicates the size of the cluster found using the bifan motif (size-4), much smaller than the clusters found using frequent and large network motifs [2] . Fig. 4 right panel shows the percentage of overlap between the bifan derived cluster and the clusters derived using each network motif in the 4 testing groups, revealing that using frequent network motifs turn to generate clusters that have higher overlap rates with the bifan-derived cluster.
Next, we tested the conservativeness of the local clusters identified using different network motifs. Conservativeness is defined as the normalized size of the overlapped portion of two clusters C i and C j in Equation 3:
The conservativeness scores among all the clusters derived by the 4 groups of network motifs were visualized as a heat map shown in Fig. 5 . The cell color indicates the similarity level between two clusters in corresponding row and column, with red representing higher similarity. The heat map reveals that frequent network motifs (frequency between 10K and 10k_3  10k_4  10k_5  10k_6  10k_7  10k_8  10k_9  10k_10  10k_11  10k_12  10k_13  10k_14  10k_15  10k_16  10k_17  10k_18  10k_19  10k_20  10k_21  10k_22  10k_23  10k_24  10k_25  1k_1  1k_2  1k_3  1k_4  1k_5  1k_6  1k_7  1k_8  1k_9  1k_10  1k_11  1k_12  1k_13  1k_14  1k_15  1k_16  1k_17  1k_18  1k_19  1k_20  1k_21  1k_22  1k_23  1k_24  1k_25  100_1  100_2  100_3  100_4  100_5  100_6  100_7  100_8  100_9  100_10  100_11  100_12  100_13  100_14  100_15  100_16  100_17  100_18  100_19  100_20  100_21  100_22  100_23  100_24  100_25  10_1  10_2  10_3  10_4  10_5  10_6  10_7  10_8  10_9  10_10  10_11  10_12  10_13  10_14  10_15  10_16  10_17  10_18  10_19  10_20  10_21  10_22  10_23  10_24  10_25   10k_1  10k_2  10k_3  10k_4  10k_5  10k_6  10k_7  10k_8  10k_9  10k_10  10k_11  10k_12  10k_13  10k_14  10k_15  10k_16  10k_17  10k_18  10k_19  10k_20  10k_21  10k_22  10k_23  10k_24  10k_25  1k_1  1k_2  1k_3  1k_4  1k_5  1k_6  1k_7  1k_8  1k_9  1k_10  1k_11  1k_12  1k_13  1k_14  1k_15  1k_16  1k_17  1k_18  1k_19  1k_20  1k_21  1k_22  1k_23  1k_24  1k_25  100_1  100_2  100_3  100_4  100_5  100_6  100_7  100_8  100_9  100_10  100_11  100_12  100_13  100_14  100_15  100_16  100_17  100_18  100_19  100_20  100_21  100_22  100_23  100_24  100_25  10_1  10_2  10_3  10_4  10_5  10_6  10_7  10_8  10_9  10_10  10_11  10_12  10_13  10_14  10_15  10_16  10_17  10_18  10_19  10_20  10_21  10_22  10_23  10_24 50K) derives highly conserved clusters, while low-frequency network motifs turn to generate non-conservative clusters, which appear to be random. Finally, we test whether the iologically significant bifanderived cluster [2] is a subset of the highly conserved clusters; and if so, what are the other neurons in the same cluster. Fig. 6A shows a consensus cluster, which is the overlap of the clusters derived using three frequent network motifs shown in Fig. 6B . The red vertices in the consensus cluster are neurons in the bifan-derived cluster, while the blue ones are neurons found using larger network motifs. The consensus cluster can be divided into five sub-modules. Our results contains more neurons in all the five sub-modules, for which, biological significance were found. For example, all the new neurons in the left-most sub-module are ring motor neurons. The bifanderived cluster includes three out of four RME neurons (i.e. RMEL, RMER, and RMEV). While we found all of them, we also found RMED that was lost by the bifan-derived cluster [33] . The neurons in the top sub-cluster are all sensory neurons of lateral sensilla, and the neurons in the bottom subcluster dominated by interneurons [33] .
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To elucidate fundamental mechanisms of complex network systems, a computational framework to identify network motifs and then mine clusters in a network by detecting network motif based connectivity has been developed [2] . However, systematic investigation of higher-order organization requires to identify the representative network motifs for any given networks, which has not been well studied in literature. In this article, we propose a novel method FSM to efficiently discover frequent subgraphs and their instances in a given network, and explore the strategies for representative network motif selection. Our experiments on real-world data indicate that large and frequent network motifs may be more appropriate to be selected as the representative network motifs for discovering higher-order organizational structures in biological networks than small or low-frequency network motifs.
Our discovery in turn may accelerate network motif discovery process. For example, in the C. elegans neuronal network, the frequency distribution and the density distribution of all the size-5 subgraphs are shown in Fig. 7 . About half of them have only less than 10 instances, and only a small portion have more than 1,000 instances. Meanwhile, most of the network motifs are sparse. According to our discovery, we can safely remove more than half of the subgraphs without adversely affect the followed network analysis.
Using the same frequency threshold for all the network motifs may not be ideal, for the number of subgraph instances varies dramatically when subgraph size increases. An alternative approach is to dynamically adjust the subgraph frequency threshold proportional to the size of the largest bin of OIAMS. Fig. 8 shows the performance on the YeastPPI network after adopting soft thresholding. The coefficient of variation with soft thresholding is 0.55, much lower than 0.75 when a fixed threshold was used, suggesting that soft thresholding may be more reasonable than fixed thresholding on obtaining reasonable number of network motifs for downstream applications. Meanwhile, FSM still performs better than QX on both number of times calling Nauty and on time. In the future, we will incorporate soft-thresholding and systematically study network higher-order structures using large-size network motifs.
